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The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Caucus for Art, Artists & Historians

Wednesday, February 9
CAA Centennial Panel: Against Acknowledgement:

Sexuality and the Instrumentalization of Knowledge
9:30 am–12 pm
Rendezvous Trianon Room, Hilton New York
Chair: Jonathan David Katz
QCA Business Meeting

12:30–2:00 pm
Nassau Suite, 2nd Floor, Hilton New York

Thursday, February 10
Panel possibly of interest to QCA members
Studio Art Open Session: Abstract Painting at 100

Thursday, February 10, 9:30 am–12:00 pm
Trianon Ballroom, 3rd Floor, Hilton New York
Chair: Carrie Moyer (who informs us that of the six speakers,
half are lesbian)
QCA Lunchtime Panel: Creating in the Queer Diaspora

12:30 pm–2 pm
Regent Parlor, 2nd Floor, Hilton New York
Chairs: Jason Dillon Watson and Sean Gyshen Fennell
QCA Afternoon Panel: Narcissism

2:30 pm–5 pm
Petit Trianon, 3rd Floor, Hilton New York
Chair: Tirza True Latimer

Friday, February 11
Queer Me: Art and Gender Politics

99th Annual Conference

The Center:
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Community Center
208 West 13th Street, New York, NY 10011
Exhibition Reception: 6:00 pm
Artists’ Talks: 7:00 pm

New York, February 9–12, 2011

QCA Social Event: 8:00 pm–9:00 pm, at The Center
QCA After Party: Julius Bar, 159 West 10th Street, New York,

NY 10014 (www.juliusbarnyc.com), 9:00 pm–???

From the Co-Chairs
Dear Queer Arters,

Amundson and Darren Miller are this year’s preparators/
President’s weekend in New York is just around the corner and jurors/installers, and we are looking for a few willing volunteers
we’re gearing up for great panels and events for this centenary to help with installation on Thursday, February 10th. You
must be a current member of the caucus to submit your work
CAA! It has been affirming to see how the queerart listserve
has been used democratically to spread word about and rally for the show. The exhibition prospectus is here: http://
opposition to censorship, and how the caucus in general has artcataloging.net/glc/glcn.html and the blog is here: http://
functioned as a site of community and support in this time of queerme2011.wordpress.com
renewed culture war. Consider this letter a gathering of useful Over the past month there have been many other programs,
(though by no means exhaustive) information about some of lectures, protests and other events conducted in support of
the events that will take place in and around CAA 2011:
freedom of expression. We encourage everyone to continue
sharing your information with us all. CAA has issued an
On Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2011, at 9:30 a.m., a CAA Boardsponsored Centennial Panel, chaired by Dr. Jonathan David official statement on the recent censorship by the National
Katz, will address the Portrait Gallery censorship matter. This Portrait Gallery. Follow either of the links below to read the
statement: http://bit.ly/ebvSCr and http://www.collegeart.
will take place in the Rendezvous Trianon Room, Hilton
org/news/2010/12/07/caa-deplores-pressure-to-removeNew York Hotel.
artwork-at-the-national-portrait-gallery/
The annual QCA business meeting will be held on Wednesday,
February 9, 2011 · 12:30pm - 2:00pm in Nassau Suite, 2nd The Association of Art Museum Directors made an official
statement denouncing the move:
Floor of the Hilton New York Hotel.
On Thursday, February 10, 2011, 12:30pm - 2:00pm, in the http://aamd.org/newsroom/documents/20101203_
NationalPortraitGallerystatementFINAL.pdf
Hilton New York Hotel Regent Parlor, 2nd Floor, QCA
lunchtime panel, “Creating in the Queer Diaspora” will be
chaired by Jason Dillon Watson, Appalachian State University;
and Sean Gyshen Fennell, Independent Artist. Panelists include
Anna Campbell (Grand Valley State University, Michigan), Cory
Peeke (Eastern Oregon University), Christopher Reed (Penn
State University) and Ryan Conrad (Against Equality Collective).
On Thursday, February 10, 2011, 2:30pm - 5:00pm in the
Hilton New York Hotel Petit Trianon, 3rd Floor, Tirza Latimer
will chair the QCA afternoon panel on “Narcissism.” Panel
topics include, “Neo-Narcissism: Claude Cahun’s “Disavowals,”
by Jennifer Shaw (Sonoma State University), “Mirrors of the
Social: Narcissism as Politics in the Art of Yayoi Kusama,” by
Jonathan D. Katz (State University of New York, Buffalo),
“Narcissus in and on the Work of Felix Gonzalez-Torres,”
Jennie Hirsh (Maryland Institute College of Art) “It’s all about
ME, Not You”: The Art of Greer Lankton,” by Jonathan
Weinberg, (independent artist and scholar), and “ShameFlushed Flaming: Narcissism and the Queer Potentials of
Photography,” Jill Casid (University of Wisconsin, Madison).

And, Jonathan Katz has reminded us, there is a useful
timeline of responses to Hide/Seek, in addition to another
timeline titled ZAP! Art and the Queer Revolution,
1969-present, on OutHistory.org. The URLs are below:
http://www.outhistory.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://www.jonathannedkatzart.com/JonathanNedKatzArt.
com/Welcome.html
http://209.200.244.13/wiki/Timeline:_ZAP!_Art_and_the_
Queer_Revolution,_1969-present
http://www.outhistory.org/wiki/Hide/Seek_Timeline
According to a recent press release from PPOW:

Three versions of “A Fire in My Belly” have been posted on
PPOW’s YouTube channel for viewing and screening, http://
www.youtube.com/user/PPOWGalleryChelsea?feature=mhum.
This includes the original 13-minute version edited by
Wojnarowicz, a 7-minute posthumously edited version with
an audio re-mix featuring Diamanda Galas, and the 4-minute
version shown at the Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery
On Friday, February 11, 2011, The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
edited by Jonathan Katz. Everyone is invited to download
& Transgender Community Center on 208 West 18th Street, and screen; please inform P.P.O.W when the film is being
New York, NY will host a number of events. The annual QCA shown so they may keep a record and list venues on their
members exhibition, “Queer Me: Art and Gender Politics,”
website and social media pages. For further information or a
opens at 6pm, followed by informal artists’ talks at 7PM and DVD of these videos please contact the gallery at (212)
the annual social mixer into the evening. The exhibition has 647-1044 or email info@ppowgallery.com
been an example of Queer Caucus collaboration, with important
We look forward to seeing you in New York. Thank you so much!
contributions from Darren Carter M.D., Elise Dodeles,
Christopher Lowther, Ann P. Meredith, and Virginia Solomon, Darren Lee Miller and Virginia Solomon
all of whom helped to write the exhibition prospectus. Garth
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News Of Members
A monograph on Lenore Chinn—Cultural Confluences: The
Art of Lenore Chinn—went to print in December 2010. The
book features essays by Moira Roth, Tirza True Latimer, and
Valerie Soe. This long awaited volume includes color plates
documenting Chinn’s many communities and is being
published by the Asian Pacific Islander Cultural Center.

in gender and queer studies. She looks forward to being part
of an upcoming show entitled Local Histories: The Ground We
Walk On (January–April 2011) curated by artist elin o’Hara
slavick and art historian Carol Magee.

Sergio Cortesini has been appointed to the tenure-track position

of Assistant Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art at the
University of Pisa, Italy. He is the inaugural (2010) recipient
of the Terra Foundation for American Art International Essay
Prize for his forthcoming article, “Unseen Canvases: Italian
Painters and Fascist Myths across the American Scene.”
Ohm Ponce D’Rouge, who received his MFA from the Rochester

Institute of Technology, currently teaches computer graphics
and multimedia at Bangkok University International in
Thailand. H Gallery in Bangkok, mounted an exhibition of his
photographs, entitled Underage, from November 4–30, 2010.
María DeGuzmán, Camera Query, Sidereal Time, © 2010

Christine Filippone’s article, “Cosmology and Transformation

in the Work of Michelle Stuart” will be published in the
2011 spring/summer (32.1) issue of Woman’s Art Journal.
The New Gay has produced and published a short video
interview featuring Heyd Fontenot: http://thenewgay.
net/2010/12/heyd-fontenot-jonathan-frederick-walz.html
Harmony Hammond’s work currently appears in Readykeulous:

Ohm Ponce D’Rouge, Hustler 5, 2010

María DeGuzmán of Camera Query (www.cameraquery.com)

has been continuing to produce new photographic images
with miniatures, prisms, mirrors, split field filters, refraction,
reflection, and diffraction. Two pieces from this recent work
were exhibited May–July 2010 at the Golden Belt Gallery
101, Durham, NC in the show Necessary Fictions (curated by
Mario Marzán and John Ribó) on Latina/o identities and
current experiences in the United States (especially the Southeast).
The show received good reviews, including one in the November/
December 2010 issue of Art Papers. María has also been working
on a photo-text book project with political science scholar
Carisa R. Showden and has produced several photographs
that will serve as cover images for forthcoming books, both

The Hurtful Healer: The Correspondence Issue (curated by
Nicole Eisenman and A.L. Steiner, at Invisible Exports in
NYC) and Postcards from the Edge (a benefit for Visual AIDS
at CRG Gallery, NYC). In addition she has a solo exhibition
scheduled for Dwight Hackett Projects, summer 2011. She is
also featured in two films on feminist art that premiered in
2010: The Heretics, directed by Joan Braderman, which focuses
on feminists in the NYC art world who founded the magazine
Heresies: A Feminist Publication of Art and Politics, in 1976 (note:
back issues of Heresies are downloadable from the Heretics
website) and W.A.R./Women Art Revolution, directed by Lynn
Hershman Leeson, which centers on feminist art in the United
States from the early 70’s to the present. Her work will also
be included in two forthcoming publications: Since ’45:
America and the Making of Contemporary Art, by Katy Siegel
for Reaktion (London & Chicago) and Art & Queer Culture,
1885–Present, by Catherine Lord and Richard Meyer for
Phaidon Press. Hammond’s essay, “A Manifesto (Personal) of
Monochrome (Sort Of ),” is to be published in the next issue
of VECTOR, a journal of artist’s writings, forthcoming 2011.
Karla Huebner, formerly Visiting Assistant Professor at Wright

State University in Dayton, Ohio, has been appointed Assistant
Professor (at the same institution). Two of her recent publications
may be of interest to QCA members: “Fire Smoulders in the
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Veins: Toyen’s Queer Desire and its Roots in Prague Surrealism,”
Papers of Surrealism, issue 8 (spring 2010) and “The Whole
World Revolves Around It: Sex Education and Sex Reform in
First Republic Czech Print Media,” Aspasia, 4 (spring 2010).
Sonia Katyal, a law professor at Fordham Law School, recently

published Property Outlaws: How Squatters, Pirates and Protesters
Improve the Law of Ownership from Yale University Press (with
Eduardo Penalver, Cornell Law School). The book argues,
drawing upon examples from property law, copyright, and
especially civil rights (including same-sex marriage and global
access to medicines campaigns), that some kinds of civil disobedience can often lead to an improvement in legal regulation.
On February 2, 2013, The Leslie/Lohman Gallery, New York
City, will open a show of work by Jonathan Ned Katz, initiated
and curated by Jonathan David Katz (no relation). For the
first time, Representing the Suppressed will bring together
Jonathan Ned Katz’s creative work in visual art with his
creative work in history, examining their intimate intercourse,
allowing viewers to follow the development of this lateemerging visual artist. The exhibition—for which there are
Larry Schulte, Red Field
illustrated proposal materials—is available for circulation.
Jenni Sorkin is currently a Post-Doctoral Fellow at the Getty
Interested parties should contact jnk123@mac.com.
Research Institute in Los Angeles. She has joined the Editorial
Cassandra Langer’s reviews of the new Grant Wood book by
Tripp-Evans and Shifting the Gaze at the Jewish Museum (New Board of Art Journal for a four-year term, 2010–14. Art Journal
York City) are now available in the new issue of The Lesbian will launch a brand new Web site to coincide with the College
and Gay Review (formerly Harvard Gay and Lesbian Review). Art Association’s Centennial Anniversary. A selection of articles
Also, her short take on the games being played by the politicos throughout the Journal’s history will be highlighted. Sorkin
of the far right in regard to Hide/Seek, the LGBT gender show selected and wrote an introduction to Erica Rand’s classic
now on view at the National Portrait Gallery, will be appearing “Teach Me Today: Finding the Sensors in Your Head and in
in Art in America online. Her Romaine Brooks manuscript is Your Classroom,” AJ 55:4 (winter 1996), 28–33. This past
generating some interest among academic presses and should fall, she published an article titled “Mythology and the Remake:
The Culture of Re-Performance and Strategies of Simulation,”
find publication in 2011.
which can be found at http://www.eastofborneo.org. She is
Since mid-November 2010, Tirza True Latimer has been in
currently completing a book manuscript on women, craft, and
residence at the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum Research Center, pedagogy, focused on women potters at Black Mountain College.
Santa Fe, where she is working on a project about queerness
Robert Summers, Ph.D., received the Otis College of Art and
and modernism.
Design Outstanding Faculty Award (2010–2011), which was
Mark W. Lubich received a Purchase Award from Minot State the first time a Liberal Arts faculty received the award. In
University at the September 2010 Americas 2010—All Media addition to this Summers received the UCLA Center for the
Exhibition for his fused glass sculpture, Warrior Moon. For the Study of Women Research Fellowship (2010–2011), in which
Five Views exhibition at Collective Visions Gallery (Bermerton, he will (almost) complete his manuscript for publication. He
WA) in October 2010 he received the Peoples Choice Award was invited to speak at CSU, Long Beach in ‘Queer Relational,’
for Warrior Moon in Red, also in fused glass. His mixed media he was an invited speaker at the New School on “Queer Theory
collage, An Orange Bison in America, was featured in Narrative Now,” and he was the invited speaker and tour guide for Otis
Animal Imagery at the San Luis Obispo Museum of Art,
Inner-Circle Patrons in NYC. From January 31–February 4
California. The sculpture Curmudgeon is currently on view
Summers will be writing and discussing the work of John
in Art Ability at the Bryn Mawr Rehab Hospital in Malvern, Cameron Mitchell’s work (online) on In Media Res, and
PA. Lubich will show two works in the March 2011 Annual simultaneously be writing with Michael O’Rourke
Veterans Art Competition in western Washington state.
(University of Dublin) on Hélène Cixous and Jacques Derrida:
From February 2 to May 12, 2011, Larry Schulte will exhibit two “Body-as-Möbius-Band.”
pieces in New York Fiber in the 21st Century at Lehman College
Email information on to
Art Gallery, Bronx, NY. The mixed media work Up Lights is on
jonathanfwalz@aol.com.
Each
issue
the editors will compile and
view now in Inanimate Pictures: unusual still lifes of non-organic
publish
news,
links,
and
images
from
our members.
objects at the Hudson Guild Fulton Center, New York.

Submit your news!
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Calls for Papers
CAA in Los Angeles, 2012 (2 ½-hour session)

Queer Caucus for Art,
Flagging: Aesthetic Tactics
and Queer Signification
Chair: Anna Campbell, Grand Valley State University,
campbean@gvsu.edu
Declaring desire and eliciting action, the hanky code offers a
provoking model for a queer aesthetic. As the imperative of
the closet has declined, the continued use of codes and
aesthetic signals has taken on new meanings (perhaps related
to counter-culture nostalgia or meant as cross-generational
overtures?) Proposals to Flagging should focus on instances of
this changing employment of queer signification in the last
quarter century, and might address: practices of appropriation,
contemporary variants of camp or drag, the importance of
the figure, work that injects the bodies of viewers into relational
environments or architectural spaces that evoke queer experience,
the role of abstraction in signifying queerness, or the continually
shifting aesthetics of queer activism. Discussion on the necessary
overlap and entanglement of queer aesthetic codes with signifiers
of gender, race, culture, class and ability is welcomed at every
intersection.
The Call for Participation will be mailed to all CAA members
about February 1, 2011, with a paper submission deadline of
May 9, 2011.

friday, february 11

Jesse M. Kahn, Transformations (centerpiece), 2010

Queer Me: Art and Gender Politics

The Center: The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Community Center
208 West 13th Street, New York, NY 10011
Exhibition Reception: 6:00 pm | Artists’ Talks: 7:00 pm

QCA Social Event:

quickanddirty VII: The DC Queer
Studies Graduate Symposium
Part of the 4th Annual DC Queer Studies Symposium at the
University of Maryland, College Park
Friday, April 29, 2011
Deadline for submission of materials: February 1, 2011
DC Queer Studies invites submission of proposals for
15-minute presentations in quickanddirty VII: The DC
Queer Studies Graduate Symposium. Students enrolled in
any DC-area graduate program are encouraged to submit
proposals for inclusion in the symposium. We welcome
proposals on any aspect of LGBT Studies, queer theory,
critical approaches to genders and sexualities, and
intersectionality. The University of Maryland’s program in
LGBT Studies has held a graduate symposium for the past six
years. Again this year, that event is being opened up to
students from other institutions and held in conjunction
with the scholarly program being arranged by DC Queer
Studies, a group of faculty from schools in the Consortium
of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area.
Selected participants will be notified by February 15, 2011.
Proposals must include name, affiliation, e-mail address, title
of paper, a 250-word abstract, and a 1-2 page CV. Please
send materials by e-mail attachment (Word or PDF only) by
February 1, 2011 to lgbts-dcqueers@umd.edu. Put
“quickanddirty” in the subject line of your message.
The DC Queer Studies Symposium is a daylong event
bringing together scholars from the Washington, DC area to
exchange, support, and cultivate new ways of engaging with
LGBT/Q/Sexuality Studies across the disciplines. April 29
will include the graduate symposium, a cultural event, and
the keynote address by Regina Kunzel, professor of history
and chair of gender, women, and sexuality studies at the
University of Minnesota. Kunzel is the author, most recently,
of Criminal Intimacy: Prison and the Uneven History of
Modern American Sexuality, which won numerous awards,
including the John Boswell Prize for outstanding book on
LGBT history and a Lambda Literary Award for LGBT
Studies, both in 2009.
The DC Queer Studies Symposium is hosted and sponsored by
the University of Maryland and co-sponsored by American
University, the George Washington University, and Georgetown
University. See http://www.lgbts.umd.edu for details.

8:00 pm – 9:00 pm, at The Center

QCA After Party:

159 West 10th Street, New York, NY 10014, www.juliusbarnyc.com
9:00 pm – ???
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MEMBER PROFILES
Name: Chris Reed

Name: Sean Gyshen Fennell

Position: Missionary? Wait.

Position: I was a Visiting

Have people used that joke
already? I teach English and
Visual Culture at Penn State.

Assistant Professor of
Photography and Digital
Media at Bucknell University
and currently I’m looking for
a position.

Education: Sentimental. Oh,

and I got a PhD in Art
History along the way.
Book I’m reading now: I’m

proofing my own book. Does
that count? Does it count as
a shameless plug? It’s called
Art and Homosexuality: A
History of Ideas and may or may not be out in time for CAA
(probably not – but soon after).

Education: M.F.A in Visual

Art (Photography and Digital
Media) from Washington
University in St. Louis.
Books I’m reading now:

Female Masculinity, by Judith
Halberstam and Words Without Pictures, edited by Charlotte
Cotton & Alex Klein.

Book that inspired me in grad school: I was deeply impressed

Book that inspired me in grad school: Publics and Counterpublics,
by the combination of anger and erudition in Adrienne Rich’s by Michael Warner, beautifully articulated how queerness is
Of Woman Born. No wonder I never fit very comfortably into manufactured and functions, which is a major aspect of my work.
art history as a profession!
Favorite Artist: This is constantly fluctuating: currently, it
Favorite artist: I’m very suggestible. Today I say a gorgeously

would have to be Felix Gonzalez-Torres. I may still be under
textured Henri Fantin-Latour still life of chrysanthemums
the influence of my trip to Marfa a few days ago and all of
and a beautifully Alfred Sisley painting of a farm courtyard in the Minimalist work.
snow, all long low rectangles. Yesterday I saw Camille Utterback Artist I’d most like to meet: I really can’t choose one and am
and Romy Achituv’s amazing Text Rain interactive video piece, anxious about narrowing it down to just a few. To be perfectly
where viewers are projected into the image and the falling
honest, there are few artists I would not like to meet –
letters stop on your arms and shoulders and spell out words
however, Vik Muniz, Adrian Piper and David Wojnarowicz.
about the body.
Best advice received: It might have to be from my voice
Artist I’d most like to meet:
coach in undergrad when I was trying to decide to choose
Best advice received: “They are not us young.” (From a senior music or visual art. During a lesson he stopped in mid-song,
colleague about the undergraduates at one of my past teaching I think he detected I was really not into performing that day,
gigs — but it seems to apply to a lot of situations.)
and said, “Don’t feel obliged to do what people think of or
expect of you. Trust yourself and your intuition. Choose
Working habits: Pretty much all the time.
what you are passionate about, not necessarily what you are
Unexpected art experience: Seeing the first South Park movie innately good at.”
(when I’d never seen the TV show) in a mall in Indiana where
Working Habits: Usually at night and early morning (before
all the people looked exactly like the characters.
dawn) with lots of coffee or tea and music.
Past research/show curated: The exhibition I co-organized
Unexpected art experience: When I started to use a camera,
(with Nancy Green) called A Room of Their Own: The
the way I looked and experienced things around me shifted
Bloomsbury Artists in American Collections.
entirely. I began to see things I had never seen before and
Current research/show curating: I’m currently working on
found myself having what I now know as an “art experience”
several projects about the use of Japanese aesthetics in the West, in the most unlikely places.
including a book about the topic in relation to constructions
Queerest Art Experience: At the risk of sounding glib, I think
of masculinity, and a small show about post-World-War-II
woodblock prints and ceramics in the Penn State Collection. that most art experiences are a bit queer.
Queerest (Art) Experience: I’m tempted to say the thing about Three Things on your playlist: These are just some of my
favorites that have played since I’ve been answering these
South Park again.
questions: “Pardon Me,” by The Blow; “Deceptacon,” by
Three Things on your playlist: Like I’m high-tech enough to
Le Tigre; and “Lose You,” by Peaches
have a playlist.
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